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Applying Artificial Neural Networks to Coherent Control Experiments: A1

Theoretical Proof of Concept2

Esben F. Thomas and Niels E. Henriksen3

Department of Chemistry, Technical University of Denmark, Building 206, DK-2800 Kongens Lyngby,4

Denmark5

We propose a method of experimental coherent control that exploits partial/prior knowledge of a molecular
system to efficiently arrive at a solution by using an artificial neural network (ANN) to generate a control field
in consecutive temporal steps based on dynamic experimental feedback. Using a 1D double well potential
model corresponding to the torsional motion of 3,5-difluoro-3′,5′-dibromobiphenyl (F2H3C6 − C6H3Br2) to
outline and verify our approach, we theoretically demonstrate that an optimized ANN can achieve robust
quantum control of nuclear wave packet transfer between wells despite the addition of random perturbations to
the simulated molecular potential energy and polarizability surfaces. We suggest that under certain conditions
this will also allow the ANN to achieve the stated control objective in an experimental situation. We show that
the number of measurements our method requires to generate an optimized field is equal to the dimensionality
of the optimization problem, which is significantly less than a naive closed-loop approach would generally
need to achieve the same results.

I. INTRODUCTION6

The concept of applying ultrashort laser pulses to con-7

trol the dynamics of molecular systems has been a topic8

of interest for some time. A large body of theoretical (see,9

e.g., refs. 1–6) and experimental (see, e.g., refs. 7–13)10

work has been produced in which the feasibility of apply-11

ing custom-tailored laser pulses to drive various molec-12

ular systems into specific target states has been demon-13

strated.14

For simple molecules, where it is possible to make ac-15

curate theoretical predictions, a so called “open-loop”16

scheme may be employed, where the driving pulse shapes17

are designed based on knowledge of the system Hamil-18

tonian. However, molecular systems are generally too19

complicated for this approach to be of much use. Al-20

ternatively, a so called “closed-loop” scheme may be21

employed1,14. Essentially, the closed-loop approach is22

based on the application of a gradient-free optimization23

algorithm15 to the inputs of a pulse shaper14,16 in a feed-24

back loop where the pulse shaper inputs are updated and25

optimized “on the fly” based on experimental data gen-26

erated by the interaction of the molecular system with27

preceding pulses.28

The efficacy of the closed-loop optimization scheme has29

been proven in a number of experiments, including ion-30

ization of gas phase diatomic sodium10, photoisomeriza-31

tion of organic molecules11, probing of chemical mecha-32

nisms via optimized pulse analysis12, and manipulation33

of biological proteins13. One reason the closed-loop ap-34

proach works well in experiments is that it requires little35

or no prior knowledge of the system it operates on; it36

is essentially a “black-box” approach to coherent control37

since the relationship between the problem inputs and38

outputs is unknown or does not need to be known.39

The reality is, of course, that we generally have partial40

(but not complete) prior knowledge of any given molecu-41

lar system and/or process that we wish to control. This42

naturally leads to the question of whether or not it is43

possible to devise a control scheme that makes use of44

this partial information in some way to arrive at a so-45

lution more quickly and/or efficiently. Such a scheme46

would be useful in situations where, e.g., it takes a long47

time to gather the experimental feedback data, since it48

would allow us to reduce the total number of measure-49

ments required to achieve a desired result.50

There are numerous ways to implement this idea. One51

popular approach is to use a closed-loop scheme where52

the inputs to the optimization problem are parameter-53

ized based on prior knowledge of the system. For ex-54

ample, in ref. 12 it is demonstrated that optimizing the55

phase of a transform-limited laser pulse with an evolu-56

tionary algorithm (EA) can lead to selective control over57

the branching ratio between two competing energy flow58

pathways in a bioinspired dyad molecule. The authors59

use two different strategies to achieve this; initially they60

perform a “blind” or “naive” optimization, i.e. they al-61

low the EA to search for a solution without placing any62

restrictions on the way the phase function is constructed,63

leading to a search space containing 208 parameters. In64

the second strategy, they parameterize the phase function65

based on a qualitative analysis of the optimized pulse fea-66

tures from the initial (unconstrained) approach, resulting67

in a reduced search space containing 40 parameters. It68

is shown that parameterizing the phase function in this69

manner leads to significantly faster convergence, however70

the optimized pulse doesn’t perform as well as the pulse71

found using the unrestricted approach. This indicates72

that properly parameterizing the search space of the op-73

timization algorithm can be a challenge, in particular for74

complicated systems or processes where it may be diffi-75

cult to gain an intuitive understanding of the underlying76

control mechanism(s).77

Our approach to implementing a control scheme that78

makes use of previously known information about a given79

system is based on the primary ansatz that any discrep-80

ancies between the theoretical description of an experi-81

ment and what happens in reality can, in principle, be82
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rectified by adding some kind of perturbative term(s) to83

the theoretical model (in section III we will show that this84

is loosely analogous to assuming that the quantum molec-85

ular dynamics can be described using the time-dependent86

self-consistent field (TDSCF) approximation17).87

Based on this premise, we demonstrate theoretically88

how an artificial neural network18 (ANN) can be trained89

to achieve a desired control objective when applied90

to a theoretical molecular model with randomly per-91

turbed potential and laser-molecule interaction func-92

tions. Furthermore, we suggest that an ANN that has93

been trained in this manner may be able to achieve94

the same control objective in a real experimental situ-95

ation. Note that while ANNs have been used in the past96

to generate predictive models of ultrafast laser-molecule97

interactions19,20, to our knowledge they have not been98

applied to coherent control experiments before.99

While the results in this paper are theoretical, we sub-100

stantiate the general experimental feasibility of our ap-101

proach by demonstrating that the ANN only requires the102

measurements of experimentally observable quantities to103

be able to generate an optimized field that achieves the104

desired control objective. This is accomplished by allow-105

ing the ANN to construct the field directly in the tempo-106

ral domain in consecutive steps, where the amplitude at107

each time step is based on measurements of the system108

at previous time steps. We also demonstrate that the109

number of required measurements is equal to the dimen-110

sionality of the optimization problem (i.e. the number111

of discrete temporal components that characterize the112

shape of the field), which is far fewer measurements than113

would typically be needed if we naively applied a closed-114

loop optimization scheme to the same problem.115

At this point it is relevant to mention local control116

theory (LCT)21,22, a qualitatively similar approach that117

allows for on-the-fly calculation of an electric field based118

on the dynamics of a theoretical model system at each119

time step in a way that leads to a monotonic increase120

(or decrease) in some predefined expectation value. A121

key difference between our method and LCT is that ours122

is intended for use on experimental, real-world systems123

as an alternative to the standard closed-loop approach,124

whereas LCT is generally used as a more efficient alter-125

native to optimal control theory23 (OCT) when working,126

e.g., with theoretical models that are very computation-127

ally expensive to simulate.128

We would like to underline that the work presented in129

this paper is intended as a preliminary proof of concept130

for a general idea: that ANNs or other machine learning131

techniques can be used to increase the speed and effi-132

ciency of determining optimal pulse shapes in coherent133

control experiments. Consequently, we are not suggest-134

ing that the procedure presented here is the best, or only,135

way to implement this concept. Similarly, the model that136

we use to outline and theoretically verify our approach137

is only intended to provide a reasonably plausible exam-138

ple of how our idea might work in a real experiment.139

For this reason, although we attempt to demonstrate140

FIG. 1. (a) Molecular structure of the F2H3C6 − C6H3Br2
molecule. The most polarizable axis is also shown (dashed
black line). In the simulations performed throughout this
article, the MPA is always oriented along the lab frame ẑ axis
(b) potential energy surface as a function of the torsional angle
φd between the Br and F substituted rings. The minimum
energy nuclear wave packet localized in the left well is shown
in light blue, and the right-facing red arrow illustrates the
desired control objective; wave packet transfer from the left
to the right well using a shaped laser pulse.

experimental feasibility when possible by citing relevant141

work, we do not exhaustively consider all of the technical142

challenges that might be associated with this particular143

setup.144

II. MODEL SYSTEM145

The model we use is based on the torsional poten-146

tial energy surface of 3,5-difluoro-3′,5′-dibromobiphenyl147

(which we will henceforth refer to as F2H3C6 − C6H3Br2)148

in the electronic ground state (see figure 1). In ref.149

24 it is shown that the lowest vibrational mode of this150

molecule corresponds primarily to the torsional motion151

of the phenyl rings. Furthermore, it is shown that by152

aligning the most polarizable axis (MPA) of the molecule153

along the lab-frame ẑ axis (see figure 1) and neglecting154

all higher frequency modes, the Hamiltonian of the sys-155

tem interacting with a non-resonant laser pulse polarized156

in the x̂ŷ plane can be approximated by (using atomic157

units):158

ĤΦ,φd
= − 1

2I

∂2

∂Φ2
− 1

2Irel

∂2

∂φ2
d

+Vtor(φd)−
1

4
ε2(t)α(Φ, φd),

(1)
where Φ = (φBrIBr + φFIF)/(IBr + IF) is the weighted159

azimuthal angle, φBr (φF) and IBr (IF) are, respectively,160

the rotational angle and inertial moment of the Br (F)161

substituted ring, I = IBr + IF is the total moment of162

inertia for rotation around the stereogenic axis, Irel =163
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IBrIF/(IBr + IF) is the relative moment of inertia, φd =164

φBr−φF is the relative torsional angle between the rings,165

Vtor(φd) is the torsional potential energy, ε(t) is the time166

dependent electric field of the laser, and α(Φ, φd) is the167

molecular polarizability function (the exact forms of the168

Vtor(φd) and α(Φ, φd) functions we use, as well as other169

model details, can be found in ref. 25).170

Note that the first term on the right side of equation171

1 describes the overall rotational kinetic energy of the172

molecule, and the second term describes the “internal”173

energy of the torsional oscillations. In addition to induc-174

ing torsional vibrations in the φd coordinate, driving the175

system with a time-dependent field will generally lead to176

rotation in the Φ coordinate as the second most polariz-177

able axis (SMPA, see, e.g., fig. 2 in ref. 24) rotates to178

align with the field polarization axis. However, if we as-179

sume that the SMPA of the molecule is pre-aligned with180

the polarization direction of the driving field, there will181

be very little induced rotation in the Φ coordinate. This182

type of 3D orientation/alignment of the MPA and SMPA183

molecular axes can be achieved using an elliptically po-184

larized adiabatic alignment pulse26,27. In such a case,185

the Hamiltonian can be reduced to 1D by considering186

the dihedral motion at a fixed Φ coordinate, i.e.187

Ĥφd
= − 1

2Irel

∂2

∂φ2
d

+ Vtor(φd)−
1

4
ε2(t)α(Φ;φd), (2)

where the Φ;φd notation in α(Φ;φd) indicates that Φ is188

held fixed over the duration of the pulse. Note that we189

will henceforth always assume that Φ = −4.25◦ (which190

corresponds to alignment of the SMPA with the field po-191

larization direction), and for clarity of notation Φ will192

therefore be dropped from subsequent equations.193

Having defined our model, the control task will be to194

generate a field that can transfer the minimum energy195

wave packet localized in the left well of the system over196

the energy barrier located at φd = 0, and into the right197

well (see the right side of figure 1).198

In ref. 24 it is demonstrated that the description of the199

F2H3C6 − C6H3Br2 system given by equation 2 will yield200

provisionally accurate results based on comparisons with201

experimental data. However, it is clear that such a dras-202

tic simplification will generally not be able to accurately203

reproduce the real behaviour of the system, particularly204

if the torsional oscillations become very large.205

III. CORRECTING FOR DISCREPANCIES206

The potential energy Vtor(φd) and polarizability α(φd)207

functions used in equation 2 are derived from a series208

of quantum-chemical calculations performed in ref. 24209

where the torsional angle of the central C− C bond was210

held fixed at various angles and the remaining structure211

was allowed to relax into the minimum energy configura-212

tion before calculating the energy and polarizability.213

We can identify at least two sources of error that are214

likely to cause discrepancies in the dynamic behaviour of215

the experimental system compared to the simulated sys-216

tem; the first is simply due to unavoidable inaccuracies217

associated with any chosen method of quantum-chemical218

calculation, and the second is due to the fact that other219

modes will undoubtedly become activated as the ampli-220

tude of the torsional oscillations become large, which will221

in turn lead to time-dependent distortions in the poten-222

tial energy and polarizability surfaces that the simplified223

Hamiltonian in equation 2 does not account for. We will224

now briefly outline how the TDSCF approximation pro-225

vides a framework allowing us to formally represent the226

influence of these other activated modes in the 1D Hamil-227

tonian from equation 2.228

Assuming a generalized molecular system is evolving229

on a single electronic potential surface within the Born-230

Oppenheimer approximation (in our case, this is the231

ground state), the TDSCF approximation assumes that232

the total system wave function containing N nuclear de-233

grees of freedom can be written as a single Hartree prod-234

uct:235

Ψ(x1, x2, . . . , xN , t) =

N∏
i=1

ψi(xi, t). (3)

In ref. 17, it is shown that this allows us to express the236

Hamiltonian of the ith mode as follows:237

ĤTDSCF
i = T̂i + Vi(xi) + V i(xi, t), (4)

where T̂i and Vi(xi) represent the kinetic and potential
energy, respectively, and where V i(xi, t) represents the
time-dependent influence (i.e. energy exchange) from all
other activated modes. Inspired by this formal treat-
ment, we now modify the Hamiltonian from equation 2 by
respectively adding time-dependent perturbing functions
ηV (φd, t) and ηα(φd, t) to the torsional energy function
Vtor(φd) and the polarizability function α(φd):

ĤTDSCF
φd

= − 1

2Irel

∂2

∂φ2
d

+ [Vtor(φd) + ηV (φd, t)]

− 1

4
ε2(t)[α(φd) + ηα(φd, t)]. (5)

Now, the ηV (φd, t) term in equation 5 is equivalent to238

V i(xi, t) in equation 4, however the addition of ηα(φd, t)239

to the polarizability function requires further justifica-240

tion. First of all, the form of equation 5 implicitly as-241

sumes that the experimental field/molecule interaction242

is still dominated by the molecular polarizability term,243

which is reasonable provided the experimental laser pulse244

remains in the non-resonant regime and does not be-245

come too intense. Furthermore, it can be shown that246

the energy shifts caused by the polarizability interac-247

tion can be expressed as an expansion of the molecu-248

lar dipole moment onto the unperturbed (i.e. field-free)249

electronic eigenfunctions28,29. It is reasonable to assume250

that these electronic eigenfunctions will be modified when251

other molecular modes become activated, and this will in252
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turn lead to time-dependent discrepancies between the253

calculated polarizability term α(φd) and the “real” po-254

larizability of the system that evolve in a way that is255

qualitatively similar to the perturbations described by256

ηV (φd, t). While this somewhat ad-hoc rationalization257

for adding the ηα(φd, t) term to equation 5 may require258

further analysis, we feel that it is sufficient for our imme-259

diate purposes.260

Note that in a sense ηV (φd, t) and ηα(φd, t) represent261

the “difference” between the simulated and experimental262

systems. The implicit assumption is, therefore, that for a263

given field ε(t), some set of ηV (φd, t) and ηα(φd, t) func-264

tions exist that will reproduce the behaviour of the ex-265

perimental wave packet with perfect accuracy if we insert266

them into the Hamiltonian in equation 5 and simulate the267

dynamics.268

The problem is still, of course, that we do not know the269

“correct” form of ηV (φd, t) and ηα(φd, t). However, pro-270

vided that all our aforementioned assumptions are valid,271

there is a non-zero probability that any randomly gen-272

erated set of ηV (φd, t) and ηα(φd, t) functions will re-273

produce the behaviour of the experimental wave packet.274

Furthermore, if we can teach a computer to generate a275

field that accomplishes the simulated control task on the276

Hamiltonian in equation 5 given any set of ηV (φd, t) and277

ηα(φd, t) functions, then it should in principle be able278

to accomplish the same control task in an experimental279

situation with no further optimization required. While280

this may seem like a tall order, if we assume that the281

method(s) used to calculate Vtor(φd) and α(φd) are mod-282

erately accurate we can simplify the task by making a283

few assumptions:284

• Structural distortions that occur as the dihedral285

oscillations become large will primarily be caused286

by the activation of the other low-frequency modes287

present in the system. As a result, the temporal288

variation of the features in ηV (φd, t) and ηα(φd, t)289

will occur on a time-scale that is comparable to the290

time-scales of these modes.291

• As the system interacts with the driving pulse the292

configuration of the structural distortions will not293

dramatically fluctuate as the dihedral angle be-294

tween the rings changes by a small amount. Conse-295

quently, the features in ηV (φd, t) and ηα(φd, t) will296

vary relatively smoothly as a function of φd.297

• The amplitudes of the features appearing in298

ηV (φd, t) and ηα(φd, t) are relatively small com-299

pared to the characteristic energies (e.g., the po-300

tential barrier heights) and polarizabilities of the301

calculated Vtor(φd) and α(φd) surfaces.302

Based on these assumptions/simplifications, we will303

now outline how we generated random ηV (φd, t) and304

ηα(φd, t) perturbing functions. While there are countless305

ways we can attempt to model these functions depend-306

ing on how realistic/plausible we want them to be, an307

in-depth analysis of this topic is beyond the scope of this308

paper. For this reason, we have chosen a relatively sim-309

ple approach based around the application of a Gaussian310

lowpass filter to a 2D white noise signal, the details of311

which can be found in appendix A.312

Applying this method allows us to generate random313

ηV (φd, t) perturbing functions consisting of features with314

an amplitude variance of 11.9 meV, a mean angular co-315

herence length of 12.2◦ in the φd dimension, and a mean316

temporal coherence length of 0.27 ps in the temporal di-317

mension (see appendix A for an explanation of how the318

coherence lengths are defined). Figure 2 shows 2D plots319

of V (φd) combined with an example of a randomly gen-320

erated ηV (φd, t) function to demonstrate how these per-321

turbations will modify the potential energy surface. The322

φd and t coherence length parameters we use to generate323

the random ηα(φd, t) perturbing functions are identical324

to the ones used for ηV (φd, t), and the amplitude vari-325

ance parameter for ηα(φd, t) has been chosen such that326

the amplitude variance of the ε2(t)ηα(φd, t)/4 term in327

equation 5 is equal to 11.9 meV when the amplitude of328

ε(t) is at its maximum allowed value.329

The choice of mean coherence lengths for the tempo-330

ral features in ηV (φd, t) and ηα(φd, t) is roughly based331

on a normal mode analysis performed in ref. 24, and332

the corresponding mean coherence lengths in the angu-333

lar dimension are roughly based on a potential energy334

surface calculation performed in ref. 30. Furthermore,335

we tuned the amplitude variance parameters of ηV (φd, t)336

and ηα(φd, t) to be as large as possible while still allowing337

our approach to yield good results, and in section V we338

will demonstrate that this resulted in perturbation am-339

plitudes that are a nontrivial task for the ANN to deal340

with.341

IV. IMPLEMENTING AND OPTIMIZING THE ANN342

As outlined in section III, the goal is to teach a com-343

puter to achieve the control task described in section II344

on the system represented by equation 5 for any random345

set of perturbing ηV (φd, t) and ηα(φd, t) functions. In346

this section we will demonstrate how this can be accom-347

plished using an ANN combined with a genetic algorithm348

(GA)15 using a technique called neuroevolution31.349

ANNs and similar machine learning techniques are cur-350

rently a hot topic in a variety of fields. Because the lit-351

erature related to this topic is already quite extensive352

(see, e.g., refs. 18–20, 31–33), we will here only provide353

a brief general description of ANNs and their operating354

principles.355

An ANN is essentially a mathematical function that356

can be characterized by a network of directionally linked357

nodes connected to a set of network input and output358

vectors. Each node in the ANN consists of a so-called359

“activation function” that receives a series of node inputs360

and generates a node output based on their weighted361
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FIG. 2. (a) the theoretical torsional potential energy function Vtor(φd). (b) Example of the perturbing ηV (φd, t) function
displaying the characteristic size scale of the perturbations in the temporal and spatial domains. (c) When ηV (φd, t) is added
to Vtor(φd), the torsional potential is perturbed in time and space. ηα(φd, t) perturbs α(φd) in a similar fashion (not shown).

sum, i.e.362

f = K

(∑
i

wipi + wb

)
, (6)

where pi represents the “raw” value from the ith incoming363

connection, wi is the corresponding connection weight,364

wb represents the contribution from a constant “bias”365

input (see, e.g., figure 3), and K is the activation func-366

tion that maps
∑
i wipi to scalar node output f . Each367

node input pi comes either from other nodes within the368

network, or from “outside” the network as part of the369

network input vector. Likewise, each node output can370

connect to other nodes within the network and/or to the371

network output vector. Evaluation of a given network372

input by the ANN is achieved by propagating the “sig-373

nal” from the network input vector through the network374

nodes until it reaches the network output vector.375

An ANN can “learn” generalized relationships between376

the inputs and outputs associated with a given problem377

or task. This is accomplished by optimizing all the inter-378

nal connection weights until the ANN consistently pro-379

duces the “correct” output for any relevant input. In380

many cases, the connection weights can be optimized by381

gradient descent using backpropagation33, however this382

method requires access to a training set of valid input-383

output pairs. Neuroevolution avoids this issue by us-384

ing a GA to optimize the network connection weights385

instead, where each candidate network receives a fitness386

score based on how successful it is at performing a desired387

behaviour or task. This makes neuroevolution particu-388

larly useful for reinforcement learning problems where389

the correct network outputs for any given set of network390

inputs may not be known. Note that more advanced neu-391

roevolution algorithms will evolve both the topology of392

the network and its weights34, however we will not be393

making use of this approach.394

We will now describe our operational approach to us-395

ing an ANN to generate a field based on dynamic feed-396

back from an arbitrarily perturbed F2H3C6 − C6H3Br2397

system, and we will demonstrate how we used neuroevo-398

lution to optimize the ANN connection weights. The399

temporal pulse envelope is characterized by a series of N400

discrete, equally spaced regions or “bins” with width δt401

and total length N × δt = T . The ANN assigns the am-402

plitude of the bin at time step n+1 with a constant value403

based on information about the system behaviour from404

time steps 0 to n. In practice, the pulse time window was405

set to T = 7.25 ps, and the number of field components406

was set to N = 300, i.e. each field component had a407

width of ∼ 24 fs, significantly shorter than the ∼ 1200 fs408

vibrational period of the system. As we will demonstrate409

in section V, this step size is small enough to allow the410

network to tailor fields that perform well on specific sets411

of perturbations.412

We now outline the general procedure. First, let εn and413

〈φd〉n denote the respective field amplitude and position414

expectation value at the nth time step, and let Mn denote415

the list of positions between time step 0 and n, i.e.416

Mn = {〈φd〉0, 〈φd〉1, . . . , 〈φd〉n−1, 〈φd〉n}. (7)

Now, let F (⊆Mn) denote the evaluation of the ANN417

when it receives a subset of the information in Mn as418

input(s). At each general time step n, the amplitude of419

the subsequent field component (εn+1) is constructed as420

follows:421

εn+1 = F (⊆Mn). (8)

Next, εn+1 is appended to the total field shape, the sys-422

tem wave packet is propagated forward from time step423

n to time step n + 1 using split-operator propagation35,424
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FIG. 3. Sketch of the optimized feedforward network with 4
inputs and a single hidden layer with 20 nodes. The blue (dark
gray) and red (light gray) lines respectively indicate positive
and negative connection weights, and the line thicknesses cor-
respond to the absolute weight magnitude (for reference, the
mean absolute weight magnitude is 3.6, and the maximum
absolute weight magnitude is 11.1). All hidden and output
nodes contain tanh activation functions, and the black nodes
at the top of the structure are bias nodes set to constant out-
put 1. The bottom input, labelled n, inputs the current time
step. All inputs are pre-processed by scaling them to a range
between approximately −1 and 1, and the network output
is scaled to a value between 0 and the (user-defined) laser
intensity cutoff limit.

and the expectation value of the new wave packet posi-425

tion 〈φd〉n+1 is calculated. To further clarify, an illustra-426

tion demonstrating how the ANN uses the measurements427

from previous time steps as inputs to determine the am-428

plitude of the next portion of the field is shown in figure429

4. Note that in the corresponding experimental situation430

the overall pulse shape would be updated to include the431

appended component, the new pulse would be applied432

to the molecules, and a new measurement of the system433

would be performed at the appropriately updated time434

step, as shown in figure 5.435

The new positional information is added to Mn (which436

now becomes Mn+1), and the ANN is reapplied to de-437

termine the field amplitude at time step n+ 2, i.e.438

εn+2 = F (⊆Mn+1). (9)

Iterating this procedure N times allows the ANN to con-439

struct the entire field envelope in consecutive steps based440

on dynamic feedback from the system. Note that in prac-441

tice we “seeded” the dynamics by uniformly setting the442

field amplitude at the first 10 time steps to the maxi-443

mum value, as it was found that this led to improved444

performance.445

The choice of network topology (i.e. the number of446

nodes in the network and their connectivity) and the447

type of activation function(s) used in the network nodes448

FIG. 4. Schematic showing how information about the system
from time steps 0 to n is used by the ANN to determine
the field amplitude at time step n + 1. The left and right
panels respectively show the wave packet position 〈φd〉 and
the field amplitude ε at an (arbitrary) interval between time
steps n− 15 and n+ 1. As stated in the article text, once the
ANN determines the amplitude of εn+1, the new component is
added to the total field and the system is propagated forward
from time step n to n + 1. Finally, a new measurement of
the wave packet position at time step n+ 1 is made, and the
process is repeated.

(see, e.g., equation 6) can significantly impact the qual-449

ity of the results. We found that a simple feedforward450

configuration32 with a single hidden layer with 20 nodes451

containing tanh activation functions yielded good results.452

A sketch of the topology and connection weights of an op-453

timized network is shown in figure 3 (note that since the454

ANN uses information from previous time steps it might455

formally be classified as a recurrent neural network36,456

however for our purposes this distinction is moot).457

In an attempt to minimize the number of network in-458

puts (and thereby limit the number of connection weights459

that need to be optimized), we assume that only recent460

information about the position of the wave packet is rele-461

vant for informing the ANN what to do next at any given462

time step. For this reason, inputs from Mn were specif-463

ically chosen as a series of P datapoints going “back in464

time” from the most recent measurement, equally spaced465

at interval K, i.e.466

⊆Mn = {〈φd〉n, 〈φd〉n−K , 〈φd〉n−2K , . . . , 〈φd〉n−(P−1)K}.
(10)

Based on this general approach, we tuned the in-467

put parameters by systematically optimizing the ANN468

with different types of input configurations (specifically,469

we tested combinations of P = 1, 2, 3, 4 and K =470

1, 6, 12, 18). We found that the ANN performed best471

when P = 3 and K = 12, i.e. when the network inputs472

are given by 〈φd〉n, 〈φd〉n−12 and 〈φd〉n−24, as shown in473

figure 3.474
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FIG. 5. Illustration of how the trained ANN can be implemented to construct an optimized field in an experimental situation.
Note that this figure is meant to show a single intermediate iteration at the nth step of a process that has already been repeated
n − 1 times beforehand. 1) At time step n the measurement acquisition time is set to tn (where tn = n × δt), as represented
by the dotted green line on the clock. 2) The current form of the shaped pulse is applied to the experimental system, a
measurement of the system is performed when t = tn, and the new measurement data is added to the full set of information
about the system from time steps 0 to n. 3) The measurement acquisition time is updated to tn+1, and a subset of the list
of measurement data is used as inputs to the ANN, which in turn informs the pulse shaper what the field amplitude at time
step n+ 1 should be. 4) The pulse shaper generates a new pulse identical to the former albeit with the newly appended field
component appearing between tn and tn+1 (shown in red), and a new measurement is performed when t = tn+1. At this point
the value of the current time step is increased by 1 and steps 3− 4 are repeated until N time steps have passed.

We will now explain how we used a GA to optimize475

the network connection weights in order to achieve the476

stated control objective. Note that the feedforward net-477

work we wish to train contains a total of 121 connection478

weights (see figure 3). This means that we will essentially479

be using the GA to solve a 121 parameter optimization480

problem, i.e. each candidate GA solution is represented481

by a “genome” consisting of 121 double-precision float-482

ing point numbers. Each number in a given genome483

defines a unique network connection weight within the484

predefined network topology. For this reason, a given485

genome can be used to generate its corresponding “phe-486

notype” by mapping its values to the weights of a net-487

work, and conversely the “genotype” of a given network488

can be extracted by mapping its connection weights to489

the corresponding genome positions. In the following490

outlined steps it should therefore be understood that491

the terms “genome” and “network” essentially mean the492

same thing, and will be used interchangeably depending493

on context.494

1. Generate S random “training” systems consist-495

ing of perturbed potential functions Vs(φd, t) =496

Vtor(φd) + ηV (φd, t) and the corresponding per-497

turbed polarizabilities αs(φd, t) = α(φd)+ηα(φd, t).498

2. Define the initial wave packet configuration of each499

training system, Ψs(φd, t = 0), by calculating the500

minimum energy state localized in the left well of501

Vs(φd, t = 0) using the Fourier grid Hamiltonian37
502

(FGH) method.503

3. For each training system, define a set of 10 target504

states, χs = [χs,0, χs,1, . . . , χs,9], by using the FGH505

method to calculate the 10 lowest energy states lo-506

calized in the right well of Vs(φd, t = T ).507

4. Create a random initial “population” of M net-508

works where, as stated, the genome of each network509

is characterized by a list of values that each define510

a unique connection weight in the network.511

5. Apply the mth network to all S training sets in the512

manner outlined previously in this section, result-513

ing in S different wave packets propagated to time514

T by the network generated fields, Ψm,s(φd, t = T ).515
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6. Assign the mth network a fitness score Fm, defined516

as the mean overlap of all Ψm,s(φd, t = T ) from step517

5 with the target states in χs, i.e.518

Fm =
1

S

S∑
s=1

9∑
k=0

|〈Ψm,s(φd, t = T )|χs,k〉|2 (11)

7. Repeat steps 5 − 6 for all M networks, and519

use the GA to create a population of new net-520

works/genomes by mutating and cross breeding521

networks/genomes from the current generation522

with higher fitness scores (see appendix B for de-523

tails about our GA implementation).524

8. Repeat steps 5− 7 until the maximum fitness level525

of the population converges and/or ceases to signif-526

icantly improve.527

By evaluating the performance of the networks on the528

same training systems every generation, we ensure that529

the convergence is monotonic (this would not be the case530

if we, e.g., created a new set of training systems for each531

new generation). The caveat of this approach is that we532

must include a set of training systems that is large enough533

to prevent overfitting; i.e. if we use too few training534

systems, then it is unlikely that a network will be able535

to learn the general rules it needs to know to be able to536

successfully tackle a system that isn’t part of the training537

set.538

In practice, the appropriate number of training sys-539

tems was estimated through trial and error by cross-540

validating the performance of the converged network on541

a series of 105 random new systems generated using the542

same noise parameters as the training set (i.e. the same543

mean temporal/angular coherence lengths and amplitude544

variances as outlined in section III). We found that us-545

ing a training set containing S = 100 different systems546

yielded very similar training and cross-validation scores,547

indicating that this is a reasonable size (another com-548

mon strategy for avoiding overfitting is to monitor the549

cross-validation error at every iteration and halt the op-550

timization once this value begins to increase, however as551

our initial approach seems to work well enough we did552

not find it necessary to try other methods).553

As a final aside, it is important that the range of the554

initial guesses provided by the GA, as well as the size of555

the GA mutations, are scaled to reflect the range where556

the tanh activation function changes from −1 to 1. In our557

optimization, the range of the initial weights was between558

−6 and 6, and the weights were mutated by adding a559

random Gaussian variable with 0 mean and a standard560

deviation that did not exceed 0.6.561

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION562

Using the methodology outlined in section IV we op-563

timized a network using a GA population of M = 300.564

FIG. 6. The strongly peaked red histogram shows the distri-
bution of target state occupations when the optimized net-
work is applied to 105 random test systems (note that these
systems are not included in the set that was used to train the
network). The flatter blue histogram shows the correspond-
ing distribution when the 105 pulses generated by the network
in the aforementioned analysis are used to drive different sys-
tems than the ones they were intended for. (Note that the
red and blue histograms have been visually overlaid, i.e. the
darker area in the lower right corner is where the shapes of
the two distributions overlap.)

The network outputs were scaled to a value between 0565

and a peak pulse intensity of 20 TW/cm2 (note that ex-566

perimental evidence suggests that this intensity will not567

ionize the molecules27,38, nevertheless eventual ionization568

issues may be remedied by increasing the length of the569

pulse and decreasing the allowable peak intensity).570

Figure 3 shows a sketch of this optimized ANN. As571

stated at the end of section IV, we cross-validated the572

performance of this network by applying it to 105 new573

random systems generated using the same noise param-574

eters as the training sets, and calculated the resulting575

overlap of the propagated wave packets with the target576

wave functions. The red histogram in figure 6 shows the577

distribution of the target occupation levels for all 105
578

cross-validation measurements. It is clear that the net-579

work is quite effective at achieving the control objective580

when dealing with perturbed systems that it hasn’t en-581

countered before, as the distribution is strongly peaked582

with a mean value of 0.95.583

Now, it is possible that we have created a network584

that simply produces generalized pulse shapes that work585

well across all perturbed systems, i.e. the ANN may not586

actually be making “intelligent” decisions based on the587

immediate behaviour of the wave packet in any given sys-588

tem (in particular, this would be true if the perturbation589

amplitudes where too small to have a significant impact590

on the wave packet dynamics). To test this hypothesis,591

the 105 pulses that the network generated in the previ-592

ous cross-validation analysis were again applied to the593
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FIG. 7. (a) Overlaid time-dependent position expectation
values of wave packet trajectories generated by applying the
optimized ANN from figure 3 to 40 different test systems be-
ing perturbed by different ηV (φd, t) and ηα(φd, t) functions
created using the parameters outlined in section III. (b) top-
down view of the corresponding 40 optimized pulse envelopes
generated by the ANN.

105 randomly generated test systems, except this time594

each pulse was applied to a different system than the595

one it was originally intended to work on. It is reason-596

able to assume that if the shapes of the pulses generated597

by the network are indeed not contingent on the specific598

perturbed system, then a given pulse should work more599

or less equally well on any test system that we apply600

it to. The blue histogram in figure 6 shows the distri-601

bution of target occupation levels when we tested the602

pulses in this manner; this means that in a sense the dif-603

ference between the red and blue distributions illustrates604

the degree to which the network is creating pulses that605

are specifically tailored to the unique set of random per-606

turbing functions associated with any given test system.607

The fact that this distribution is relatively flat compared608

to the red distribution shows that there is a significant609

loss in performance when the network is not allowed to610

react to system specific feedback, i.e. the pulse shapes611

are not “trivial”.612

To further analyze the behaviour of the optimized613

ANN, we applied it to a system where the perturbations614

had been switched off, leading to a target state occu-615

pation of 0.995. We also tried applying the original 105
616

pulses to the unperturbed potential, yielding a mean tar-617

get state occupation of 0.87. Finally, we used the network618

to generate 105 new pulses on a series of systems where619

the perturbation amplitude had been decreased by 50%.620

This led to a mean target state occupation of 0.99. These621

results indicate that the network has learned something622

about the “general” unperturbed case even though this623

was not included in the original training set.624

Figure 7 shows a comparison of 40 pulse envelopes cre-625

ated by the network when it was applied to a series of sys-626

tems perturbed by different ηV (φd, t) and ηα(φd, t) func-627

tions, again generated using the same noise parameters628

as before. By comparing the similarities and differences629

between various pulses, we can gain further insight into630

the general principles of network operation. The right631

side of figure 7 shows a “top down” view of the pulses,632

and the left side shows the 40 overlaid trajectories of the633

corresponding wave packet expectation values. Here it634

can be seen that each optimized field broadly consists of635

a number of pulses appearing at similar times, and the636

wave packet trajectories all follow similar paths. In gen-637

eral, the initial “seed” pulse at t = 0 and the following638

pulse are responsible for pumping the amplitude of the639

dihedral oscillations for two periods in the left well, the640

large third pulse is responsible for transferring the wave641

packet over the central energy barrier at φd = 0, and the642

last 2−3 pulses are used to dampen the amplitude of the643

oscillations in the right well. Despite these overarching644

similarities, figure 7 also illustrates that there are differ-645

ences between the separate systems. Specifically, there646

are noticeable variations in the temporal and spatial lo-647

cations of the turning points of the oscillations, as well648

as the temporal locations of the rising and falling edges649

of the pulses.650

Note that the average pulse duration consists of multi-651

ple discrete field components, suggesting that it might be652

possible to further reduce the required number of mea-653

surements by increasing the time step size. However, do-654

ing this is likely to be detrimental to overall performance655

since the network will lose the ability to precisely control656

the position of the rising and falling edge of each pulse.657

Conversely, we could increase the number of time points,658

e.g. by using 600 time points instead of 300 (provided659

we appropriately adjust the spacing of the network in-660

puts). However, close inspection of the pulse structures661

in figure 7(b) (or on the right side of figure 4) indicate662

that the rising and falling edges of the pulses are generally663

“smooth”, i.e. each edge consists of multiple intermediate664

timesteps. This indicates that increasing the “sampling665

rate” in the aforementioned manner will probably not666

significantly improve the quality of the results, i.e. the667

current number of time steps appears to be large enough668

to capture the variations that allow a generated field to669

perform well on the perturbed system it is tailored to.670

Note also that these results are achieved after perform-671

ing a total of 300 measurements on each system, which,672

as stated in section I, is equal to the number of free pa-673

rameters used to characterize the shape of the field. A674

naive/blind closed-loop approach to the same problem675

would be, e.g., to use a GA to individually optimize the676

temporal components of the field instead, leading to a677

search space containing 300 parameters. As a rule of678

thumb, the population of a GA (and therefore the num-679

ber of measurements performed per iteration/generation)680

should be proportional to the dimensionality of the search681

space. Furthermore, the GA will generally require mul-682

tiple iterations before finding a good solution (e.g. a 400683

parameter optimization performed in ref. 29 required684
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346 iterations of a population containing 2000 individ-685

uals, meaning a total of 692000 theoretical “measure-686

ments” had to be performed before a converged solution687

was found). Therefore, optimizing the field shape using688

a naive closed-loop scheme in the aforementioned man-689

ner will likely require a number of measurements that690

is multiple orders of magnitude larger than our method691

requires. As a final comment on this topic, the intu-692

itive simplicity of the pulse shapes in figure 7 suggest693

that it would be relatively easy to reparameterize the694

search space and significantly reduce the dimensionality695

of the optimization problem, e.g. as discussed in section696

I. For this reason, a properly parameterized closed-loop697

optimization of this particular system would probably re-698

quire far fewer measurements than the blind approach we699

have just outlined. However, as also discussed in section700

I, manually determining a suitable parameterization for701

any given system is not always trivial. In this respect the702

methodology outlined in this paper has a distinct advan-703

tage, since in a sense training the ANN automatically704

parameterizes the problem for us.705

While the complexity of the connections in figure 3706

make it difficult to ascertain exactly how the network707

uses the inputs to make decisions, we can make a few708

educated guesses based on the input data characteris-709

tics. As stated in section IV, it was discovered through710

trial and error that the ANN performs best when it re-711

ceives the wave packet positions at 〈φd〉n, 〈φd〉n−12 and712

〈φd〉n−24. The shape of the wave packet trajectory on713

the left side of figure 4 shows that the temporal spacing714

between these three measurements is similar to the time715

scale of changes in the wave packet trajectory. This in-716

dicates that the chosen input spacing works well because717

it makes it easier for the network to capture “higher-718

order” information about the dynamics (i.e. is the wave719

packet currently decelerating/accelerating, has it reached720

a turning point, etc.). The fact that removing 〈φd〉n−12721

or 〈φd〉n−24 from the inputs results in a marked decrease722

in performance further corroborates this statement by in-723

dicating that the wave packet acceleration is a significant724

factor in the decision making process (conversely, it was725

found that increasing the number of inputs by including726

measurements from earlier time steps did not improve727

the results).728

Another aspect worth considering is how well the ANN729

performs when noise is added to its inputs and outputs.730

This is important because these types of effects are essen-731

tially unavoidable in a laboratory situation where, e.g.,732

experimental measurements of the wave packet position733

will generally not reflect the actual position with 100%734

accuracy. To investigate, we modified the process out-735

lined in section IV by adding a random uniformly dis-736

tributed variable within a range of ±6◦ to each 〈φd〉n737

“measurement”, and a similar random variable within a738

range of ±10% of the peak field amplitude to each εn be-739

ing output by the ANN. This modified model was then740

applied to 105 randomly perturbed test systems exactly741

as before, which yielded a mean target state occupation742

of 0.87. This suggests that the ANN is able to robustly743

contend with moderate experimental noise.744

We also tested the performance of our optimized ANN745

when encountering systems where the noise features in746

the perturbing functions had increased amplitudes com-747

pared to the original training data. We did this by apply-748

ing the network to 105 new test systems, where the am-749

plitude of the random features in ηV (φd, t) and ηα(φd, t)750

had been increased by an average of 50%. This yielded a751

mean target state occupation of 0.82. Next, we tried to752

improve on this result by retraining the network on sys-753

tems containing the larger amplitude perturbations. De-754

spite repeated attempts using modified network topolo-755

gies, GA parameters, and pulse time window lengths, we756

were not able to create a new network that could exceed757

the performance of the original network when faced with758

the new test sets.759

It is encouraging to see that the original ANN is able760

to “handle” the larger amplitude perturbations moder-761

ately well, as this suggests a degree of flexibility with762

respect to how realistically the perturbations need to be763

constructed. However, the fact that an increase in per-764

turbation amplitude leads to a seemingly uncorrectable765

decrease in performance suggests that there are some766

fundamental limitations associated with our current ap-767

proach. Inspection of the systems where the network fails768

to perform well indicate that the problem arises when the769

wave packet does not make it over the central barrier in770

one piece, i.e. part of it is transferred and part remains771

in the left well. The resulting delocalization means that772

the position expectation value 〈φd〉 is no longer a good773

indicator of the actual position of the wave packet, which774

has a deleterious effect on the ANNs ability to move it775

into the right well.776

VI. FUTURE PERSPECTIVES777

As stated, our motivation for suggesting this scheme778

is the possibility of developing a more efficient approach779

to coherent control. While the preliminary results out-780

lined here indicate that our approach may be feasible,781

there are a number of issues and/or limitations that may782

need to be addressed before an experimental implementa-783

tion is possible. For example, for our current method to784

work properly it is a requirement that we have access to785

some kind of information about the intermediate states786

of the system before the end of the pulse (whereas in a787

typical closed-loop approach the algorithm only “cares”788

about the terminal state). Depending on the experimen-789

tal setup, these type of intermediate measurements may790

be difficult or impossible to obtain.791

Another concern is how to properly implement the792

temporal step-by-step construction of the field in an ex-793

perimental situation; ultrafast pulse shapers generally794

operate in the Fourier domain by manipulating the fre-795

quency components of the pulse spectrum, so construct-796

ing a field by precisely controlling the amplitude of the797
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temporal features as outlined in this paper may pose a798

challenge. Nevertheless, arbitrary pulse shape genera-799

tion in the temporal domain has been demonstrated using800

pulse shapers that combine phase and amplitude manipu-801

lation in the spectral domain39. Another way around this802

problem could be to characterize the field as a train of803

Gaussian pulses generated with a beam splitter40, where804

the ANN could be used to determine the optimal inten-805

sity of each pulse.806

A linchpin of this work in its present form is the as-807

sumption that discrepancies between the simulated quan-808

tum model and the real experimental dynamics can be809

rectified via the addition of one or more perturbing func-810

tions to the model Hamiltonian. While it is very unlikely811

that this assumption is always true, it is probably some-812

times true. Short of a full experimental implementation,813

one could test when this assumption breaks down by in-814

creasing the number of degrees of freedom in the simu-815

lated model and checking whether or not the ANN is still816

able to effectively achieve the control objective. Finally,817

it would be interesting to see how well the approach out-818

lined in this paper works for more challenging objectives819

such as, e.g., laser induced deracemization25.820

Note that there are many other ways an ANN could821

be used to generate an optimized field based on feedback822

from a given molecular system. For example, the prob-823

lem with delocalization might be mitigated by including824

information about the wave packet variance in the ANN825

inputs, or by modifying the procedure in a way that al-826

lows the ANN to also look “ahead” a few time steps as827

it constructs the field.828

Another interesting possibility is related to the way an829

ANN might be used to “auto-parameterize” an optimiza-830

tion problem; as outlined in section I, properly param-831

eterizing the search space for a coherent control experi-832

ment is not necessarily trivial. The results in this paper833

indicate that training the ANN allows it to automatically834

identify which pulse features are important (for example,835

in our model it appears that the critical parameters are836

related to the location of the rising and falling edges of837

the pulses, as exemplified by figure 7). In a sense this can838

be interpreted as a “hands-free” reduction of the search839

space dimensionality, which might be a worthwhile con-840

cept to further explore.841

VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS842

We have proposed a method of experimental coher-843

ent control that is designed to make use of partial prior844

knowledge of a molecular system to arrive at a solution845

more quickly and/or efficiently than a standard closed-846

loop approach by reducing the required number of mea-847

surements. Our method is based on the application of848

a trained ANN in a manner that allows it to generate a849

controlling field in consecutive temporal steps based on850

dynamic experimental feedback from the molecular sys-851

tem.852

Using a 1D model of the torsional motion in853

F2H3C6 − C6H3Br2, we have outlined an approach to854

modelling discrepancies between simulation and exper-855

iment by adding perturbing functions to the theoretical856

model Hamiltonian. We rationalized this treatment us-857

ing the TDSCF approximation, and discussed the likely858

sources of error that will cause differences between the859

simulated and experimental dynamics. We suggested a860

method of generating random perturbing functions and861

argue that they will have a finite probability of repro-862

ducing the experimental dynamics when included in the863

model Hamiltonian.864

Using neuroevolution, we optimized an ANN in a way865

that allows it to achieve robust quantum control of a866

simulated molecular system, despite the addition of the867

aforementioned random perturbations to the molecular868

potential energy and polarizability surfaces. We argued869

that this robustness will potentially allow the optimized870

ANN to achieve the same control objective in an exper-871

imental situation. We also demonstrated that the ANN872

can achieve the control objective using a number of mea-873

surements that is potentially multiple orders of magni-874

tude smaller than a naive closed-loop approach would875

typically require to produce the same results.876

In closing, the purpose of this paper is not to provide877

a definitive answer regarding the best way to implement878

a coherent control algorithm based on an ANN. Instead,879

it is to provide a tentative proof of concept for this novel880

idea that hopefully leads to lines of further inquiry.881

Appendix A: Modelling Realistic Perturbations882

For clarity we will use a 1D example in the following883

description, however the results can easily be general-884

ized to 2 or more dimensions. The goal is to generate a885

“noisy” signal where it is possible to control the ampli-886

tude of the noise fluctuations as well as the “smoothness”887

of the noise features (i.e. how correlated a given part of888

the signal is with its adjacent values).889

We start by creating a discrete ordered sequence ν(x)890

(where x = N), with statistically independent random891

values. Each value in the sequence is selected from a892

Gaussian probability distribution function (PDF):893

P{ν(x) = z} =
1√

2πσ2
ν

exp

(
− z2

2σ2
ν

)
, (A1)

i.e. for long sequences the mean value of ν(x) will be894

∼ 0. This type of uncorrelated sequence or signal is often895

called “white” Gaussian noise because its power spectral896

density is constant at all frequencies. Next, ν(x) is con-897

voluted with a Gaussian low pass filter and multiplied898

by constant β to create the filtered and scaled sequence899

η(x), i.e.:900

η(x) =
β√

2πσ2
G

∞∑
m=−∞

exp

(
− m2

2σ2
G

)
ν(x−m). (A2)
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Varying the width of the Gaussian kernel σG allows us901

to control the smoothness of η(x). The autocorrelation902

function can be used to obtain a quantifiable measure903

of this smoothness in terms of the characteristic size of904

the features in η(x). For a signal generated using equa-905

tions A1 and A2, it can be shown that the mean auto-906

correlation function of η(x) can be approximated by the907

following analytical expression:908

Rη(l) ≈ exp

(
− l2

4σ2
G

)
. (A3)

Using equation A3, we can borrow a measure of the mean909

signal coherence length from turbulence theory in the910

form of the Eulerian integral macro-time scale, which is911

given by912

Lη =

∫ ∞
0

Rη(l)dl = σG
√
π. (A4)

Furthermore, it can be shown that the variance of the913

values in η(x) can be approximated by914

σ2
η ≈

β2σ2
ν

2σG
√
π
. (A5)

Using equations A5 and A4, we can control the mean915

coherence length and/or amplitude of the features in η(x)916

by modifying σG and/or β.917

Appendix B: Genetic Algorithm Details918

We wrote our own custom GA implementation, al-919

though the selection and cross breeding functions are920

identical to those used in the MATLAB41 GA. As stated,921

we used a population of 300 individuals where the922

genomes were initialized with uniformly distributed val-923

ues between −6 and 6.924

When constructing a new generation, the two best per-925

forming individuals in the previous generation where in-926

cluded in the new generation unchanged. Of the remain-927

ing new individuals to be constructed, 80% were “chil-928

dren” created by selecting two “parents” from the cur-929

rent generation and cross breeding their genomes, and930

the remaining 20% were “mutants” created by selecting931

an individual from the current generation and mutating932

its genome.933

Selection of P parents/mutants from a population con-934

taining N individuals is accomplished as follows:935

1. Rank all N individuals according to their raw fit-936

ness scores.937

2. Assign each individual a scaled fitness value pro-938

portional to its rank. The scaled fitness function939

employed here is F (Rn) = 1/
√
Rn, where Rn is the940

rank of the nth individual.941

3. Create a line of length L with N segments, where942

the length of the nth segment is proportional to the943

scaled fitness of the nth individual.944

4. Starting from the beginning of the line, take a step945

of random length l0 along the line, where 0 ≤ l0 ≤946

L/P . Select the individual that corresponds to this947

position on the line as the first selection of the P948

individuals that are to be selected.949

5. Select the remaining P − 1 individuals by moving950

along the line with equally spaced steps of length951

l, where l = L/P .952

Cross breeding between parent A and B is accom-953

plished by generating random binary vectors with lengths954

equal to the number of genes in the genome. The nth gene955

in the child is then assigned the nth gene from parent A956

(B) when the nth value in the vector is 0 (1).957

Mutation is accomplished by adding a random Gaus-958

sian variable with a mean value of 0 and a standard devia-959

tion of σ to each gene. The size of σ used to construct the960

mutants in the nth generation is adaptable (albeit with a961

maximum value of 0.6), and determined by the maximum962

fitness at generation n − 1 and n − 2. If the maximum963

fitness has not improved between generation n − 2 and964

n − 1, the current value of σ is updated by multiplying965

the previous value by 20. If the fitness between genera-966

tion n−2 and n−1 has increased, the current value of σ967

is updated by dividing the previous value by 20. Finally,968

there is also a 1% chance that any gene in a genome969

that has been selected for mutation will be completely970

replaced with a new uniformly distributed random value971

between −6 and 6.972
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